Restricted Hartree-Fock calculations have been performed on the Fermi configurations of n electrons confined within a cube. The self-consistent-field orbitals have been expanded in a basis of N particle-in-a-box wave functions. The difficult one-and two-electron integrals have been reduced to a small set of canonical integrals that are calculated accurately using quadrature. The total energy and exchange energy per particle converge smoothly toward their limiting values as n increases; the highest occupied molecular orbital-lowest unoccupied molecular orbital gap and Dirac coefficient converge erratically. However, the convergence in all cases is slow.
I. INTRODUCTION
Jellium is the most popular electronic structure model in solid-state physics and also constitutes the starting point for many of the density functional theories that are now widely used in computational chemistry. 1 Its success stems largely from its surpassing simplicity: an infinite uniform gas of electrons characterized by a single number, its electron density . The original idea, particulate electrons moving in a background of uniform positive charge, was introduced 2 by
Kelvin soon after the discovery of the electron and was quickly adopted by Thomson in his "plum pudding" model of atomic structure. 3 Although it fell out of favor following
Rutherford's discovery of the nucleus, it was subsequently revived in the "statistical" quantum mechanical models of Thomas, 4 Fermi, 5 Bloch, 6 and Dirac 7 who determined the exact kinetic energy and exchange energy of jellium, as functions of . The dependence of the correlation energy of jellium proved more difficult to determine and produced an impressive body of work by Wigner, 8 Gell-Mann and Brueckner, 9 Carr, 10,11 and Nozières and Pines 12 before the definitive quantum Monte Carlo calculations 13, 14 of Ceperley and Alder and their parametrization by Vosko, Wilk, and Nusair. 15 As a result, the properties of jellium are now well established, in the low-density limit, 8, 10 ,12 the high-density limit, 9, 11 and for intermediate densities in both ferromagnetic and paramagnetic states. [13] [14] [15] Jellium has continued to underpin a wide array of simple models for complex physical and chemical systems and is widely used, for example, in theoretical electrochemistry. 16 However, there has also been a resurgence of interest in the quantum mechanical treatment of Kelvin-Thomson models wherein a finite number n of electrons move freely within a finite space. Ellert et al., for example, have rationalized 17 the optical absorption spectra of small, open-shell sodium clusters by considering n electrons in a spheroidal cavity, Koskinen, Lipas, and Manninen have studied n electrons in a relaxed background charge density, 18 Holas et al. have examined n electrons in a magnetic field, 19 and Alavi's group has recently published studies of n = 2 highly correlated electrons in a cube 20 and a ball. 21 Inspired by these studies, we have embarked upon a systematic study of the properties of n electrons confined within a cube, with a background of uniform positive charge, a neutral system that we will call "finite jellium." In this paper, we report the results of restricted Hartree-Fock ͑RHF͒ calculations where the orbitals are expanded in a basis of N particlein-a-box functions. We have examined the behavior of several properties ͓the total energy, the Fock exchange energy, the Dirac exchange energy, the density variance, and the HOMO-LUMO gap ͑HOMO and LUMO represent highest occupied and lowest unoccupied molecular orbitals, respectively͔͒ as functions of n and N, and we have examined the convergence of these properties as n and N increase.
The following section describes the physical model and basis set that we have chosen and outlines the symmetry aspects of our calculations. After this, we present the RHF theory of our system and propose a numerical approach to the difficult Coulomb integrals that arise. We conclude with a discussion of some of the results that we have obtained. Atomic units are used throughout.
where V indicates the region within the cube. The first term arises from the kinetic energy of the electrons, the second from the self-interaction of the positive charge, the third from the attraction between the positive charge and the electrons, and the fourth from interelectronic repulsions. The self-interaction term does not depend on the electron coordinates and, like the nuclear repulsion energy in a molecular calculation, can be treated as a constant. The Schrödinger equation associated with Eq. ͑2.1͒ cannot be solved exactly but it can be treated approximately using RHF theory within a finite basis set. The natural basis functions are the normalized particle-in-a-box wave functions
͑where the quantum numbers m x , m y , and m z are positive integers͒ and it is convenient to order these functions according to their energies
͑2.3͒
We will use ͕a , b , c͖ to refer to the set of symmetryequivalent basis functions with quantum numbers a, b, and c. For example, ͕1,1,1͖ϵ͕ 111 ͖, ͕2,1,1͖ϵ͕ 211 , 121 , 112 ͖, and ͕1,3,5͖ϵ͕ 135 , 153 , 315 , 351 , 513 , 531 ͖. Each such set spans one, two, or three irreducible representations of the octahedral group O h and it can be shown that these depend only on the parities of the integers a, b, and c. All ten cases that arise are shown in Table I . For example, the ͕1,1,1͖ set transforms as A 1g , the ͕2,1,1͖ set as T 1u , and the ͕1,3,5͖ set as A 1g + A 2g +2E g . Table II lists the first 178 basis functions, together with their energies and symmetries.
The theory below is easily extended to cubes of any size. The Coulomb integrals that arise in a cube of length h can be formed from the canonical values simply by dividing by h and, likewise, the kinetic energy integrals can be obtained by dividing by h 2 .
III. SCF THEORY
If n is even, the RHF wave function for our system is the Slater determinant 
͑3.1͒
If all Coulomb interactions in Eq. ͑2.1͒ are neglected, the orbitals i are just the first n / 2 of the basis functions m in where we have introduced the total density matrix P, the unit self-interaction energy
the kinetic energy integrals
the attraction integrals
and the two-electron integrals
The Fock matrix elements required for the SCF procedure are given 22 by
and we have written a program that assembles the required integrals from a relatively small number of canonical integrals ͑see below͒ and solves the Roothaan-Hall equations 23,24 by Pulay's direct inversion in the iterative subspace ͑DIIS͒ extrapolation procedure. 25 To use the program, the user specifies n, N, and the mean electron density ͗͘ and then stipulates the desired symmetries of the occupied orbitals. For example, one would specify a calculation of the Fermi configuration for 16 electrons as 2A 1g + T 1u + T 2g . The program then uses the initial guess P = 0 and, after each SCF cycle, fills the lowest orbitals of the requested symmetry. The SCF procedure usually converges rapidly, although the n = 126 and n = 142 cases converge relatively slowly because of the competing T 2g sets and competing E g sets, respectively. Convergence is declared when the norm of the DIIS error matrix reaches 10 −5 . Unless n is small, there are often several low-lying RHF states with comparable energies. For example, for n = 16, N = 178, and ͗͘ = 1, we find two states with energies and the Fermi configuration ͑3.9͒ lies significantly higher than the non-Fermi configuration ͑3.10͒. As n grows, it becomes increasingly difficult to locate the ground state with certainty and, to avoid this quagmire, we decided always to use the Fermi configuration, even though the example above shows that this strategy sometimes yields a low-lying excited state. Since we also wish to avoid the problems associated with partially occupied degenerate orbitals, we have confined our attention to values of n that yield completely filled shells.
IV. COULOMB INTEGRALS
One can use the trigonometric identity 2 sin ax sin bx = cos͑a − b͒x − cos͑a + b͒x ͑4.1͒
to reduce E 0 , V ab and ͑ab ͉ cd͒ to linear combinations of canonical integrals of the form 
where the p i and q i are non-negative integers. Whereas the number of ͑ab ͉ cd͒ increases as N 4 , the number of ͑p ͉ q͒ grows only as N 2 . This is a major practical advantage because it allows us to hold all ͑p ͉ q͒ in memory, even when N is large, and then calculate ͑ab ͉ cd͒, as needed, on the fly. ͑p ͉ q͒ possess 48-fold permutational symmetry and, moreover, ͑p ͉ q͒ vanishes unless p x + q x , p y + q y , and p z + q z are all even. It is worth exploiting these symmetry properties fully and it can be shown that there are m 2 ͑m 2 +1͒͑m 2 +2͒ / 6 distinct, nonzero ͑p ͉ q͒ with indices p i and q i not exceeding 2m − 2. A few examples of this are given in Table III . Although the number is manageable if m is not too large, it remains important to develop efficient algorithms for calculating the ͑p ͉ q͒ and we have explored several approaches to this.
In our first approach, we apply the Fourier identity
to reduce Eq. ͑4.2͒ to the three-dimensional integral
͑4.5͒
Alavi gives a related, though more complicated, formula for the ͑ab ͉ cd͒ integrals themselves and then uses a threedimensional discrete Fourier transform for their evaluation. 20 In our second approach, we transform to intracule and extracule coordinates
and integrate over the latter to reduce Eq. ͑4.2͒ to the three-dimensional integral
We note that whereas the domain of the integral ͑4.4͒ is infinite that of ͑4.7͒ is finite.
In our third approach, we reduce both ͑4.4͒ and ͑4.7͒ to one-dimensional integrals, albeit with much more complicated integrands. Substituting the identity
into Eq. ͑4.7͒ and rearranging the order of integration yields
where the auxiliary functions c p ͑u͒ and s p ͑u͒ are the real and imaginary parts of
and erf͑x͒ is the error function. 27 To our knowledge, the reduction of Coulomb integrals over particle-in-a-box functions to one-dimensional integrals has not previously been achieved.
The self-interaction energy is the simplest canonical and can be found in closed form
͑4.13͒
Higher canonical integrals, a few of which are given in Table  IV , are typically much smaller than E 0 but are more difficult to solve in closed form. We therefore chose to evaluate them by applying 320-point Gauss-Legendre quadrature 27 to each of the x, y, and z integrals in Eq. ͑4.7͒. We believe that all of our canonical integrals are accurate to at least ten decimal places. 
͉000͒
͉ 
were used in all cases. 
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Our program can handle arbitrary values of n, N, and ͗͘ but, in the interests of brevity, we present data here only for a selection of 45 electron numbers n, five basis set sizes N, and ͗͘ = 1. In each case, Table V shows the total energy E, the Fock exchange energy E K , the Dirac exchange energy E X , the HOMO-LUMO gap ⌬, and the mean square density ͗ 2 ͘. The five basis sets consist of all of the functions in Table   II with energies m 2 ഛ 20, 30, 40, 50, or 60 and are of size N = 26, 60, 87, 133, and 178, respectively. By examining the rows of Table V, one can quickly discern the extent to which the tabulated properties have converged with increasing basis set size.
The total energy of a cube of uniform electron density with a uniform background charge is an intensive property and scales exactly linearly with the volume of the cube. According to Thomas-Fermi-Dirac ͑TFD͒ theory, 1 the total energy per electron when ͗͘ = 1 is the Thomas-Fermi kinetic 
͑5.1͒
However, because the electron density in a finite jellium system vanishes on the faces of the cube, it is clear that ͑r͒ cannot be uniform. As a result, when n is finite, E / n is larger than expected and, even for n = 174 electrons, exceeds the asymptotic value by 50% ͑Fig. 1͒. The Fock exchange energy 28 for an electronic system is given by
and we know from TFD theory that, for a uniform electron gas with ͗͘ =1,
= 0.738 558 . . . .
͑5.3͒
Although we would not expect −E K / n to match this value exactly in finite jellium systems, Fig. 2 shows that the difference is only 12% for n = 174 electrons, indicating that E K / n approaches its asymptotic value much more rapidly than E / n and suggesting that exchange effects in finite jellia are short ranged. This is reasonable when we recall that the exchange intracule 29 K͑u͒ for jellium decays as u −6 . The Dirac exchange energy 6, 7 is given by
where ͑r͒ is the density. Equations ͑5.2͒ and ͑5.4͒ yield identical energies ͑by construction͒ when applied to infinite jellium but give different results elsewhere. The Dirac integral for a finite jellium system,
͑5.5͒
cannot be evaluated in closed form and we have resorted instead to 50-point Gauss-Legendre quadrature 27 for each of the three integrals in Eq. ͑5.5͒. We expect −E X / n, like −E K / n, to approach C X as n becomes large, and Fig. 3 confirms that this is the case. In fact, −E X / n is only 9% greater than C X for n = 174 electrons and appears to converge both more quickly and more smoothly than the analogous Fock ratio.
The nonuniformity of an electron density is quantified by its variance
͑5.6͒
and, since ͗͘ = 1 in all cases considered here, the nonuniformity of our densities is given simply by the deviation of ͗ 2 ͘ from unity. Figure 4 shows that ͗ 2 ͘ decays fairly smoothly as n increases but that the density is still significantly nonuniform ͑Var͓͔Ϸ0.35͒ even when the number of electrons has risen to n = 174.
The magnitude of the energy gap between HOMO and LUMO provides a simple measure of the conductivity of the system and has interesting connections with electron corre- lation effects and wave function stability. [30] [31] [32] Since there is no band gap in infinite jellium, one would expect the HOMO-LUMO gap in finite jellia to tend to zero as n tends to infinity. This seems to be supported by Fig. 5 but the convergence is erratic and surprisingly hard systems ͑in the Pearson-Parr sense 1 ͒ appear even when n is quite large: the gap of roughly 0.8 a.u. ͑21 eV͒ in the case of 168 electrons is a particularly impressive example. However, it should be noted that Hartree-Fock theory is well known to exaggerate band gaps ͑because the energy of the LUMO arises from interactions with all n electrons and is therefore spuriously high͒ and one can predict with confidence that Kohn-Sham calculations, for example, would yield much smaller HOMO-LUMO gaps.
Choosing the coefficient C X to ensure that E K and E X are equal in infinite jellium leads to the value in Eq. ͑5.3͒. However, it was discovered long ago that slightly larger values yield better results in finite systems and Slater's X a model 33 was built on this empirical foundation. By considering the ratio between Eqs. ͑5.2͒ and ͑5.4͒, we have calculated C X = ⌺ abcd P ab P cd ͑ad͉bc͒ 4 ͐ ͑r͒ 4/3 dr ͑5.7͒
for each of our finite jellium systems and Fig. 6 shows these coefficients as a function of n. Their behavior is erratic and they remain significantly larger than the Dirac constant in Eq. ͑5.3͒ even in the largest systems that we have studied.
Although the coefficient will presumably converge toward the Dirac value as n tends to infinity, it appears that n must be very large before this becomes an accurate approximation.
VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper, we have used restricted Hartree-Fock theory to examine the energies and properties of n electrons, with unit mean density, confined to a cube. We have considered 45 particular values of n lying between 2 and 174 and, in each case, we have expanded the RHF orbitals in a basis set with up to 178 particle-in-a-box functions ͑viz., all those with m 2 ഛ 60͒. We observe that, as n increases, the total energy and exchange energy per particle converge smoothly toward their limiting values, but the HOMO-LUMO gap and Dirac coefficient converge erratically. In all cases, the convergence is slow.
We are currently extending this work in several directions. First, we are developing closed-form expressions for the general canonical integral ͑4.2͒. Possession of compact formulas for these will enable us to employ larger basis sets in future studies. Second, we are devising accurate methods for extrapolating our finite-n results toward the n = ϱ limit. This will enable us to predict the properties of large but finite ensembles of electrons. Third, we have discovered that many of our RHF wave functions possess triplet instabilities [30] [31] [32] and we are therefore now exploring symmetry-broken solutions to the corresponding ͑unrestricted͒ Hartree-Fock equations. We will report these and other results elsewhere. 6 . The C X ratio ͑5.7͒ for n electrons ͑mean density ͗͘ =1 e bohr −3 ͒ in a cube. RHF theory with N = 178 basis functions was used.
